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1. Introduction
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a.
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Pines with 2, 3 or 5 needles

a. Different variety of pines
2 needles pines
 Jack pine
(Pinus banksiana)
 Mugo pine
(Pinus mugo)
 Japanese black pine (Pinus thunbergiana)
 Japanese red pine (Pinus densiflora)
 Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris)
 Austrian black pine (Pinus nigra)
 Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa)
 Lodgepole pine (also called shore pine) (Pinus contorta)
3 needles pines
 Pitch Pine (Pinus rigida )
5 needles pines
 Japanese white pine (Pinus parviflora)
 Eastern white pine
(Pinus strobus)
 Limber pine (Pinus flexilis)
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b. General characteristics of pines as bonsai
Beauty of the bark (a beauty that needs to be protected!)
 Very specific horticultural method
o
There are important variations between different groups of pines
 The strength of a pine are in the roots




They have a limited budding back ability

Requires discipline to obtain good results
 The annual calendar of activities is critical
 They are better suited for intermediate bonsai enthusiasts
 The development period is generally longer than other species
 They have strong apical growth
 Very easy to lose control if annual maintenance is not done
 Pines needles live for 3 years and will fall off
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2- Basic horticulture
a. Sun requirement
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All pines requires full sun (i.e. 6 hours + of direct sunlight) to be
healthy and to reach their potential
Rotate your pot on regular basis (e.g. every 3 days) to ensure that all
areas received sun equally
There will not likely be budding back in area not exposed to sun

b. Watering
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Pines generally prefer to dry up a bit between watering
Mugo pines will require more watering than other species
Need to be more discipline for watering then other species
Can develop root rot
Some pines will need the soil to dry up a bit more between watering :
Jack pine, Austrian black pine and Eastern white pine
Do not water the needles when watering
In the refinement phase of a pine, the decrease in watering will
contribute to obtaining shorter needles

c. Repotting
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The strength of a pine is in the roots: do not cut more than 30% of the
roots
Do not bare root when repotting : pines are dependent on the
microorganisms living in the existing soil such as bacteria’s and
mycorrhizae
Never removed all the original soil in the first repot: keep a portion of
this original soil close to the base of the tree and remove only at the
second repot



Young pines can be repotted every 3-4 years while more mature or older
pines can be repotted every 5-8 years



The best time to repot is early spring when the buds start to swell but
before they become candles



Can also be repotted in early September



Avoid at all cost using pots with defects where water can stay in an area:
make additional holes if required
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Once all regular soil has been removed: always keep a very large portion
of the small roots untouched in subsequent repot



It is therefore critical that your soil does not break down!
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The smallest roots are the last one to develop but are critical to achieve
shorter needles
This horticulture principle applies to multiples coniferous

The bark of pine is an important quality and we need to avoid damaging it
with our hands
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Plan your holding area before a repot : use branches or deadwood



Managing long roots that goes beyond the pot boundaries

Please note that in the example below all the original soil was removed
because it is a larch but the pictures demonstrate the technique.
Choose a proper size pot
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Bend a fist series of roots

Add soil on the bent roots
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Bend a second series of roots and add soil

d. Soil
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The chosen soil must provide a proper balance between water and oxygen



Generally for pines, we need a mixture that will contain a bit more
oxygen so we aim to use particle a bit larger than usual: between 1/8’’
and 1/4’’ (instead of 1/16’’ à ¼’’)



Potential soil component : 1 part non porous rock, 1 part Chabasai and
1 part Turface or 1 part Chabasai and one part Turface or Chabasai only



Avoid using organic component (e.g. pine bark)



Kiriou is an interesting component which encourage the development of
mycorrhizae but too much mycorrhizae will affect percolation : do not
use more than 1/5 of Kiriou in your mix

e. Fertilization
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I suggest using organic fertiliser instead of chemical fertilizers



It is critical to understand fertilization to get proper result
- All pine species in the development phase need to be fertilized
twice a week
- Different species of pines will have very different fertilizing
requirements during the refinement phase
- Pines with very long needles will only be fertilized at the end of the
summer in the refinement phase



Control of the fertilization will become important once in the refinement
phase in order to reduce needle length

f. Annual growth cycle



We will make various interventions at different stage in this cycle
based on the species
 This cycle is based on the Ottawa climate zone and will vary slightly
from Toronto to Quebec city
 Needles will live 3 years then will fall off at the end of the their
growing season
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g. Apical growth of pines
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It is quite important to properly manage the energy of a pine in order to
obtain equal growth in all area of the tree

h. Two flush pines and single flush pines
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Pitch pine, Japanese black pine and Japanese red pine will generate a
second flush of growth if we cut the candles in June
Mugo pine and Japanese white pine will only generate one growth and
will only produce buds if we cut their candle
Scots pine and Austrian black pine can generate a second flush when
we cut the candle but not in a predictable way so we consider them
single flush pine
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This will have a major impact on the technique used and the calendar
of activities

i. Phases of development


Phase 1 : transfer to bonsai culture, trunk thickening and first styling
- Transferring a collected pine or a nursery pine into bonsai soil
a. This phase can last 2 to 4 years based on the recovery speed of each tree
b. The tree need to gain back strength
c. This phase ends when the tree produces vigorous growth and back budding
- The very first styling of a pine
a. We need to remove needles to perform the styling (i.e. reduce photosynthesis
capacity)
b. There is a stress on the tree
c. Allow the tree to grow freely for one or two growing seasons without doing any
energy balancing technique
- This phase also include pine in bonsai culture which we allow some section to grow
freely to thicken the trunk



Phase 2 : development of foliage mass
-
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We start to manage the energy of the tree
This phase can take 4 to 8 years if we optimise all horticultural aspects
We aim to generate budding back
We aim to increase foliage density
Heavy fertilisation
We do not care about the length of the needles
We eliminate the remainder of the original soil at the second repot



Phase 3 : refinement
-
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Always balance the energy of the tree to obtain needles of equal length
We aim for shorter needles
We decrease fertilization
We decrease the watering in some cases
We improve ramification
This phase never ends…!

3- Advanced horticultural techniques
a.

Techniques to encourage back budding



Likely the biggest challenge for pines



Must get full sun exposure to generate back budding



Back budding capacity varies between species



Will not generally bud back on old wood or branches bigger than 1/2’’
except for Austrian black pine and Ponderosa pine



Technique #1: heavy fertilizing and allow free growth for a few years (i.e.
Phase 1)
This method has provide good results on Jack pines, Austrian black
pine and Japanese red pine
- Should work on other species as well
-
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Technique #2 : cut most of the previous year’s growth but leave a few pair of
needles
- The branch will die if no needles are left on it!
It is critical to fertilize heavily to get good result. Do not repeat every
year
- On weaker area, ensure to leave 5 to 6 pairs of needles
-

This technique is done in very early spring when the tree as a lot of
energy accumulated
- This technique does not work on Mugo pines
- The result of this technique are unknown for 5 needles pine
-
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Technique #3 : energy balancing activities
- Pinching of candles
- Reduction of number of needles
- Pruning of entire section in strong areas
- It is critical to fertilize heavily to get good result

Exemple of technique #2
Sun exposure
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Cut an active growing area

Technique #2: back budding result on a Jack pine
This technique can be used on both two flush pines and vigorous single flush pine:
the new buds resulting from this pruning will fully develop into needles the same
years. On less vigorous pines like Mugo, the buds will form but will only open the
next year which is weakening the tree
Result on strong area
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Result on weak area

When back budding does occur further back on the branch as a result of this
technique, it become quite important to properly balance the energy of the tree to
ensure the proper development of these buds
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b.
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Energy balancing on pines



Phase 2 and 3 : development of foliage mass and refinement



Most pines have strong apical growth



Foliage and buds closer to the trunk will gradually die without balancing the
energy



Length of needles and size of buds will vary greatly in different area



It is critical to apply a series of technique annually to balance the energy
properly



Proper balance will result in needles of the same length in all area of the tree



The tree must be very healthy before starting the different energy balancing
techniques



Fertilization program must be very good
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The approach consist in removing either needles, buds and section of candles
from the strong area to redirect the energy the tree would spend in these area
to the weaker areas

Examples of various sizes of buds on a Jack pine before applying energy
balancing techniques
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Examples of various sizes of buds on a Japanese black pine before applying
energy balancing techniques
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Exercise
Identify strong and weak area on the pines available by
comparing needles length and sizes of buds
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The different techniques to balance the energy

Technique #1: reducing the number of needles



This technique consist of cutting a number of needles with scissors
Cut at the base of the needles:
1. Cut more pairs in strong area
2. Cut fewer pairs, if any, in the medium area
3. Do not cut any needles in weak area
 This technique can be applied in early spring or at the same time as
candle pruning
 Technique well suited for Japanese black pine and Japanese red pine
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Technique #2 : Removal of buds
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The removal of buds is done with a tweezer: pull while rotating
To be performed in either mid-October or very early spring



This technique must be done on all species annually



In strong areas:
1. Will often have multiple buds
2. Remove strong buds and keep the smallest one or the 2
smallest one
3. When feasible keep 2 lateral buds growing in opposite
direction to build ramification



In the weakest area:
1. Keep all buds!



In medium strength areas:
1. If only one bud, keep it
2. If multiple buds, keep two of medium strength
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Example of multiple buds in a strong area
(Needles were removed to better see the buds)
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Technique #3 : pinching of candles
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This method consist of pinching a portion of the candles with your
finger : pull while rotating



Technique suited for Mugo pines, Scots pines, Jack pines and
possibly 5 needles pines



Must be performed on candle when needles are still absent (likely
between mid-May and end of May)
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In strong area : pinch 2/3 of candles



In weak areas:
1. Do not touch weak candles
2. If strong candle, pinch 1/3



In medium strength areas:
1. Do not touch weak candles
2. Pinch half of the strong candle
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The energy that was going in strong areas is redirected
3. To weaker candles
4. To inactive buds
Repeat the pinching if weaker candles become too long

Latest time to pinch candles: before needles open
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Too late in this case
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Technique #4: prune tiny branches in very strong areas
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Prune with concave cutter or scissors tiny branches where there are
too many
This technique is used in the initial styling or when a section of a
branch as extended beyond the silhouette of the tree

c.




Dilution of energy principle

There is roughly a fixed amount of energy going to each branch
This energy is distributed to the existing needles
The more needles there are, the more the energy getting to them is diluted:
the result is shorter needles
 This is a key principle for species with long needles
 This principle also applies to some other coniferous
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4- Annual calendar of activities
Two flush pines
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It is critical to fertilized heavily before the pruning of the candles so
that the tree can accumulate resources
Pitch pines, Japanese red and black pines and possibly other unknown
yet
The pruning of the candles is done at the same time on all sections of
the tree and requires the tree to use its energy reserve to generate the
second flush
A healthy pine will generate 2 buds at the base of each candle, a
heavily fertilized tree will generate 3 – 4 buds at the base of each
candle
Balancing of energy is done via the cutting of needles in the strong
areas at the same time as the candle pruning
Leave around 1/8’’ at the base of the candle when pruning
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Phase 2: development of foliage mass
Phase 3: refinement
Energy balancing techniques

Mid-April to
mid-May

Mid-May to
mid-June

Ideal time for
repot

Avoid
severe
bending

Wiring and
styling

Mid-June end June
Reduction of
needles
+
Prune all
candles

July – end August

Early to midSeptember
Repot
possible
Remove
dying
needles

End
September
Avoid needle
reduction not
to weaken
tree for
winter

Severe bending
Heavy
fertilisation

Heavy
fertilisation

Heavy
fertilisation

Heavy
fertilization

Heavy
fertilization

Light
fertilisation
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Moderate
Moderate
fertilisation (no
fertilisation
fertilization during
heath wave)
Light fertilisation Light
fertilisation

End of
fertilization

End of light
fertilization

Mid-October

Selection
and
removal of
buds

Two needle pines with short needles
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Applicable to Scots pines, Mugo pines, Jack pines and possibly to
some 5 needles pines
Energy balancing done by candle pinching
Need good spring fertilization in early spring for the pine to respond
well to pinching
The redistribution of energy to weaker area could result in a second and
third candle pinching exercise within a few weeks period

Phase 2: development of foliage mass
Phase 3: refinement
Energy balancing techniques
Mid-April to
mid-May

Mid-May to
mid-June

Ideal time for
repot

Pinch
candles in
strong areas

Wiring and
styling
Severe bending

Mid-June end June

Early to midSeptember
Repot
possible
Remove
dying
needles

Second and
third on
candles
pinching in
medium
strength
areas

Heavy
fertilisation

Heavy
fertilisation

Heavy
fertilisation

Moderate
fertilisation

Moderate
fertilisation

No
fertilisation
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July – end August

Moderate
Moderate
fertilisation (no
fertilisation
fertilization during
heath wave)
No fertilisation
Moderate
fertilisation

End
September
Avoid needle
reduction not
to weaken
tree for
winter

End of
fertilization

Moderate
fertilisation

Mid-October

Selection
and
removal of
buds

Two needle pines with long needles
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Ponderosa pine, Austrian black pine
These pines requires to have a high density of needles before the needle
reduce in length (i.e. energy dilution principle)
These pines are most affected by energy dilution
Phase 2 is dedicated to budding back and developing high needle
density
The development of small feeder roots are also key in achieving shorter
needles
The energy balancing period will change between phase 2 and 3
The shortest needles possible on a Ponderosa pine will be 1½’’ (after
7 -8 years) while the Austrian can go down to about 1’’
The decrease in both watering frequency and fertilisation will also play
a major role in reducing needle length in phase 3
In return these two pines have very good ability to bud back even on
older wood

Phase 2: development of foliage mass
Phase 3: refinement
Energy balancing techniques
Mid-April to
mid-May
Ideal time for
repot
Wiring and
styling
Severe bending

Heavy
fertilisation

No fertilisation
Reduction of
needle before
tree wake up
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Mid-May to
mid-June

Mid-June end June

Pinch candles
in strong
areas

July – end August

Early to midSeptember
Repot
possible
Remove
dying
needles

Second and
third on
candles in
medium
strength
areas
Heavy
fertilisation

Heavy
fertilisation

No
fertilisation

No
fertilisation

Moderate
Moderate
fertilisation (no
fertilisation
fertilization during
heath wave)
No fertilisation
Moderate
fertilisation

End
September
Avoid needle
reduction not
to weaken
tree for
winter

End of
fertilization

Moderate
fertilisation

Mid-October

Selection
and
removal of
buds

Five needle pine with long needles
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Eastern white pine, some variety of Japanese white pine
These pines requires to have a high density of needles before the needle
reduce in length (i.e. energy dilution principle)
Phase 2 is dedicated to budding back and developing high needle
density
The development of small feeder roots are also key in achieving shorter
needles
We do not know yet the optimal size of the needles we can obtain on
our Eastern white pine
The optimal technique and the exact period to apply this technique is
not yet known: a starting point would be pinching the candles in spring
The decrease in both watering frequency and fertilisation will also play
a major role in reducing needle length in phase 3
The calendar could be similar to the long two needle pines

5- Development of foliage pads
a. General concept
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Our objective is to create natural looking foliage in cloud shape
It is important to bend branches downward to achieve good result
Needles are arranged in multiple rows of varying height: needles
closest to the trunk will form the highest row while the needles furthest
from the trunk will form the lowest row
This organisation of needle is not only nice esthetically but it ensure
proper sun exposure in all area of a foliage pad
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Needle density is very important to create a nice foliage pad
Foliage pads volume need to be in proportion with the size of the trunk
A powerful trunk will look better with a larger silhouette, larger foliage
pads and less negative space
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A slim trunk will look better with a narrow silhouette smaller foliage
pads and more negative space

Often on pines the foliage on some branches is too far from the trunk, the
approach will be to bend a higher branch to bring the foliage closer to the
trunk
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In some cases a foliage pad will be created from two separate branches
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b. The apex (the crown)



The apex of a pine, like most coniferous, is not build like a leafy tree
We need to use multiple small branches that are angled downward

Apex structure of a leafy tree
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Apex structure of a pine
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We often have only one branch to build the apex but with time and
technique we can build a nice crown

Exercise
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Identify usable branches on your tree



Identify branches where you think back budding can occur

c. Wiring technique
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Cut many candle along each sections to make a path for the wires
Make sure to keep the latest growth of needle at the tip since they are
the most efficient for photosynthesis
The only way to create nice foliage pads is to wire all the secondary
and tertiary sections to have full control of each piece of growth
At subsequent wiring, we remove all needles along the way except the
ones at the tip
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Position the secondary and tertiary pieces of growth in a fan type shape
The empty space in the foliage pads will fill up with time and with
proper techniques

d. Importance of ramification
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Given that the surface area of needles is quite small, it is important to
create ramification to create foliage pads that look nice

The various horticultural techniques covered are important to achieve
proper ramification:
- As branches extends, the choice of sections to keep and sections to
prune will be important to build ramification
- The choice of lateral buds growing in opposite direction is very
important to build proper ramification
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6- Deadwood
 Deadwood on nursery pine and young trees is not very dense and will rot
rather fast
 Deadwood on collected old pines is very dense and will last a long time
 Deadwood of an old collected pine can be treated with lime sulfur once a
year
 Deadwood of young pine will require 2 to 3 lime sulfur treatment
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7- Disease and insects
a. Root rot
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Pines are sensitive to root rot (i.e. fungus on roots)
Easy to prevent with proper size of soil particle
Chose a pot with multiple holes or make additional holes
Ensure that there are no area in you pots that keep water
The whole tree start to change color when affected and will likely die
within a year
Unclear if Aliette would work in such a case since it is already too
late when the problem is identified

b. Needle fungus disease
- Miniature fungus mostly spreading in the spring when temperature start to
rise
- First sign of appearance is yellowing at the tip of the needles or

yellow rings along the needles
- Remove dead needles and ensure good air circulation
- Clean your tools in alcohol after working on a sick tree

- Do not create stress in the root system
- A tree under stress will be more prone to this disease
- Spray a mixture of water and horticultural oil (1/2 recommended
dosages) on the needles and keep the tree in the shade for two days
after the treatment: repeat 3 to 4 times at 7 days interval
- Always protect your soil from the oil falling from the foliage
- Do not apply in very cold weather or if risk of frost
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- Could be a good idea to apply Bordo fungicide as prevention before
the buds become candles
- In severe case of if you cannot gain control, consult a specialized
nursery equip to apply a strong fungicide called Senator 70 from
Plantprod (i.e. strong fungicide which requires a permit and
protective gear)
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- Without treatment the pine will die within 2-3 years
Example of a tree affected after one season
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Pine affected after two seasons: to late
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c. White scale insect
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The insect live in the protection of the white shell where contact
insecticide cannot reach
Systemic insecticide
1.
Absorb by the tree and changes its chemistry to become toxic
2.
The insect will be poisoned
3.
These insecticides requires a permit in Canada
Horticultural oil (Simpler and very effective method):
1.
Spray all foliage with a mix water and horticultural oil at half the
recommended dosage
2.
Place the tree in the shade for two days
3.
The oil will seal the shell and the insect will suffocate
4.
One treatment is often enough
5.
Do not apply this oil in very cold weather or when risk of frost
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d. Caterpillar (false caterpillars)



Active in the spring and can eat all needles in only a few days
They eat the entire needle from tip to the base
They can seriously weaken the tree



Must watch your pines on a daily basis to avoid serious damage



Simply spray a mix of 1 tablespoon of dishwasher soap with one liter
of water all over the tree: the caterpillars will start to fall off and die
within minutes



Protect your soil from the soap mixture falling from the foliage



Rinse the foliage with water from the hose 30 minutes later



Check carefully the next day or two and reapply the mix if caterpillars
are present
A mini version, possibly not a caterpillar, eat only portion of needles
which make the needle turn yellow and curvy
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e. Red spiders
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Very tiny insect and hard to see
Colour of foliage will be affected
Place a white sheet of paper below the foliage and shake the branch
slightly and then watch for tiny dots moving on the paper
Simply spray a mix of 1 tablespoon of dishwasher soap with one liter
of water all over the tree : the caterpillars will start to fall off and die
within

